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The topic of LGBT inclusion has been a focal point
for organizations for some time, but more and more
organizations are focusing on going beyond employee
networks or discrete LGBT programs to aligning
strategies with overall business plans and supporting
LGBT employees from recruitment through
development to advancement. In addition, just as
workplaces have become more global, organizations
have begun to expand LGBT policies and programs
to include employees from all regions in which they
conduct business.

China, India, U.S.) are available on the Catalyst
website. These practices provide users with real-world
examples of how leading companies have addressed
LGBT inclusion challenges across cultural and
geographic borders, demonstrating a range of creative
and successful approaches to the questions posed.
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Survey of LGBT individuals who report a company’s D&I practices definitely influence their brand selection decisions.6
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Across Asia-Pacific, it is estimated that the LGBT population is more than 300 million, with spending power equivalent to
more than USD $800 billion per annum.7
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430 (86 percent) of Fortune 500 companies include
non-discrimination policies protecting sexual orientation.
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Offer transgender-inclusive
health benefits

The number of Fortune 500 companies (most of which are
large, global organizations) that provide domestic
partnership benefits for same-sex couples increased from 95
(19 percent) in 1999 to 300 (60 percent) in 2012. Further, at
least 95 major employers (19 percent) report offering
transgender-inclusive health benefits.8
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GENDER IDENTITY AND/OR GENDER EXPRESSION
The number of Fortune 500 companies that included
non-discrimination policies for gender identity and/or
gender expression rose from two (0.4 percent) in 1999 to 250
(50 percent) in 2012.9
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Key Considerations for Organizations Developing or
Expanding LGBT Inclusion Globally
Understand Local Norms and Laws
Norms

Laws

•

•

What are the country-level norms in which
you are operating? How do these norms
impact the organizational culture across
different geographies?

§§Is homosexuality illegal?

§§Are there local norms around gender
and/or family roles that may influence
the work environment for employees
who do not ascribe to “traditional”
roles?

§§Is same-sex marriage or domestic
partnership legal?
§§Are there legal restrictions on
collecting demographic information
on sexual orientation?

§§What is the predominant religion(s)
in the region? Do these beliefs
affect the treatment of the LGBT
population?
··Are these norms and/or
religious beliefs addressed in
your LGBT workplace-inclusion
efforts?

Are there specific laws that employees and
staff should be aware of, especially during
relocations/international assignments?

§§Is there antidiscrimination legislation
specific to LGBT individuals in the
workplace?
•

In what ways do local norms and laws impact
opportunities for LGBT staff advancement?
§§Does your organization have an
established policy for managing
international assignments for those
employees who would be relocating
with same sex partners?
§§In what ways has your organization
addressed possible barriers?

•

If laws are inconsistent with your company
culture, how can you ensure inclusivity?

Notes:
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Be Sensitive to Heteronormative Actions and Language
•

What LGBT-specific terminology is used in
different country or cultural contexts where
your organization operates? Are managers
and employees educated on these regional
differences in appropriate terminology?

•

Do LGBT employees see highly visible success
stories throughout the organization? For
example, are there any LGBT role models at
senior or executive levels who are open about
their sexual orientation at work?

•

Does your organization use inclusive
language in invitations and for social/
business networking functions? For example,
words such as “partner” rather than
“husband” or “wife?”

•

Do senior leaders in your organization model
inclusive behavior towards LGBT staff? Are
there strong, visible, LGBT allies?

Notes:

Evaluate and Live Your Values
•

What behaviors and actions are valued in
your organization? Do any of these exclude
the LGBT population?

•

Do values vary regionally? Are there
forums in which employees can safely and
comfortably discuss or provide input into the
values if they feel they are not inclusive?

•

Have you engaged LGBT employees to
influence and/or contribute to policy-making
and program design (e.g., through focus

groups or meetings with executives)? Does
this vary regionally?
•

Has your organization engaged in community
outreach or participated in or sponsored
LGBT events? Do you integrate your values
on LGBT inclusion into your public image
(e.g., through your consumer marketing
approach or your recruitment strategies)?

Notes:
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Review Your Policies and Practices
•

Do you have LGBT antidiscrimination policy
statements? Are they made publicly available
on your intranet? Via your website and in
external communications?

•

Do you participate in benchmarking or
other forms of public evaluation of your
organization’s LGBT demographics and/or
inclusiveness?

•

Does your company compensate employees
in same-sex relationships to cover the
additional tax burden they face for receiving
domestic partner benefits?

•

Do you provide transgender-inclusive
healthcare benefits?

•

Are managers and human resources staff
educated and trained on any of the following:
§§Understanding LGBT benefit
offerings and how to describe benefits
to staff?

§§Knowing the rights and managing the
concerns of transgender employees
transitioning at work?
§§Managing backlash or non-inclusive
behavior displayed toward LGBT
individuals?
§§Handling sensitive employee
information?
•

Do you support LGBT resource groups?
Networking activities? Mentoring programs?
Are these initiatives funded and otherwise
supported in the same way as activities for
other key groups?
§§Are there opportunities for employees
to participate in such activities without
publicly self-identifying as LGBT?
§§Do you encourage the support of
allies in your global LGBT work? Is
there a formal way for them to get
involved?

Notes:
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Educate, Educate, Educate
•

Do you have LGBT diversity and inclusion
training? Is it mandatory for all staff, across
all regions? Is it tailored according to specific
regional considerations?
§§Does your training include education
about working with LGBT individuals
in the community, either as clients or
consumers?

•

Do you offer educational opportunities
for employees to learn about the LGBT
population by bringing together LGBT and
non-LGBT employees to share insights and
experiences?

•

Do you partner with LGBT organizations
and/or engage with others that have
progressive LGBT inclusion programs and
policies to further your knowledge and
expand your repertoire of strategies and tools
for enhancing LGBT inclusion in your own
workplace?

Notes:

For more information and to broaden the impact of your own LGBT programming, get new ideas and
compelling practices from other organizations on Catalyst’s website.
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